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Subject: preservation of letter and pack numbers

Body:

I have looked all over reviewtrack archives for some way to search by letter and pack number. I haven't found 

any; in fact, as far as I can tell, the letter-and-pack-number information is not in the reviewtrack archives.(1) If 

there is a way to find and search by letter and pack number in the reviewtrack archives, could someone please 

show me how?(2) If this capability does not now exist in the reviewtrack archives, could it please be 

provided?(3) If the letter-and-pack-number information is not in the reviewtrack archives, is there any way to 

associate this information with the proper RIFs that are already in the reviewtrack archives? (I fear that 

somehow this information has been deleted from the whole system for those RIFs that had letter and pack 

numbers assigned to them in reviewtrack, but then have been cut from reviewtrack and pasted into the 

reviewtrack archives.) (4) Can we make sure that, from now on, RIFs that have been assigned letter and pack 

numbers in the reviewtrack archives keep those assigned numbers when they are cut from reviewtrack and 

pasted into reviewtrack archives?Most of the utility of having the letter and pack numbers in our computer 

system is LOST if they are deleted when a RIF moves into the archives. This matters a lot (although not quite as 

much as having CURRENT DATA FOR FBI RIFs and a mechanism for making sure we update the data more than 

the current rate of twice a year) in our efforts to get larger numbers of FBI records through postponement 

review. Thank you for your help.
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